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Abstract 

The variability of the Caribbean Current is studied in terms of the influence on its 

dynamics of the freshwater inflow from the Orinoco and Amazon rivers. Sea-surface 

salinity maps of the eastern Caribbean and SeaWiFS color images show that a 

freshwater plume from the Orinoco and Amazon Rivers extends seasonally 

northwestward across the Caribbean basin, from August to November, 3 to 4 months 

after the peak of the seasonal rains in northeastern South America. The plume is 

sustained by two main inflows from the North Brazil Current and its current rings.  The 

southern inflow enters the Caribbean Sea south of Grenada Island and becomes the 

main branch of the Caribbean Current in the southern Caribbean. The northern inflow 

(14°N) passes northward around the Grenadine Islands and St. Vincent.  As North Brazil 

Current rings stall and decay east of the Lesser Antilles, between 14°N and 18°N, they 

release freshwater into the northern part of the eastern Caribbean Sea merging with 

inflow from the North Equatorial Current. Velocity vectors derived from surface drifters in 

the eastern Caribbean indicate three westward flowing jets: (1) the southern and fastest 

at 11°N; (2) the center and second fastest at 14°N; (3) the northern and slowest at 17°N. 

The center jet (14°N) flows faster between the months of August and December and is 

located near the southern part of the freshwater plume. Using the MICOM North Atlantic 

simulation, it is shown that the Caribbean Current is seasonally intensified near 14°N, 

partly by the inflow of river plumes. Three to four times more anticyclonic eddies are 

formed during August-December, which agrees with a pronounced rise in the number of 

anticyclonic looper days in the drifter data then. A climatology-forced regional simulation 

embedding only the northern (14°N) Caribbean Current (without the influence of the 

vorticity of the NBC rings), using the ROMS model, shows that the low salinity plume 

coincides with a negative potential vorticity anomaly that intensifies the center jet located 

at the salinity front. The jet forms cyclones south of the plume, which are moved 

northwestward as the anticyclonic circulation intensifies in the eastern Caribbean Sea, 

north of 14°N. Friction on the shelves of the Greater Antilles also generates cyclones, 

which propagate westward and eastward from 67°W. 
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1 Introduction 
 
 

River discharge plays an important role in the hydrological cycle and thermodynamic 

stability of the ocean. Knowledge of the variations in the extent and dispersal patterns of 

major river plumes and their mixing rates with oceanic water is critical in all aspects of 

continental shelf and regional oceanography. In particular, freshwater seasonally 

impinges on coral reef ecosystems, which affects the recruitment of larval reef fish (Kelly 

et al., 2000; Cowen and Castro, 1994) and fish mortality (Hu et al., 2004). The Caribbean 

Sea is influenced by the dispersal of the freshwater from the Amazon and Orinoco 

Rivers, which is discharged into the tropical Atlantic and advected into the Caribbean Sea 

(Fig. 1).  

 

The Caribbean Current is a major current, which transports South Atlantic water through 

the Caribbean and into the Florida Current and the Gulf Stream. It is an important conduit 

of the upper part of the northward-flowing meridional overturning circulation (Schmitz 

and Richardson, 1991; Schmitz and McCartney, 1993). South Atlantic water crosses the 

equator in the North Brazil Current (NBC) and flows northwestward along the 

continental margin of South America in the form of a coastal current (Candela et al., 

1992; Dessier and Donguy, 1994), in NBC rings (Johns et al., 1990; Fratantoni et al., 

1995; Goñi and Johns, 2001), and as Ekman transport in the ocean interior (Mayer and 

Weisberg, 1993).   
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During the summer and fall each year a major part of the NBC retroflects near 6°N and 

feeds into the eastward-flowing North Equatorial Countercurrent which is intensified 

then.  In spring, the Countercurrent weakens and reverses at the surface  as a result of 

westward Ekman flow.  Occasionally, pieces of the NBC retroflection pinch of as large 

NBC rings (around 400 km in overall diameter), which translate northwestward toward 

the Caribbean Sea (Johns et al., 2003; Garzoli et al., 2003; Goñi and Johns, 2003; 

Fratantoni and Glickson, 2002; Ffield, 2005; Fratantoni and Richardson, 2006). Recent 

results from the NBC Rings Experiment suggest that 8-9 rings form per year transporting 

roughly 9 Sv (Johns et al., 2003) with no marked seasonal variability of the formation 

rate but with seasonal variations of ring structure (see Johns et al., 2003) and, possibly, 

significant year-to-year variability (Goñi and Johns, 2003).  Some rings disappear after 

they collide with the continental margin and islands south of 14°N. Most rings translate 

northward as they approach the Lesser Antilles. They often interact and merge with each 

other around 14°-18°N, where they tend to stall and decay (modeling study by Garraffo et 

al., 2003; Fratantoni and Richardson, 2006). No ring has been observed to coherently 

enter the Caribbean through the island passages, although a modeling study by Simmons 

and Nof (2002) suggests that this is possible for large rings encountering the smaller 

islands to the north of the Grenadines. We infer from the available results that a main 

source of South Atlantic water flowing into the Caribbean Sea north of 14°N is carried to 

the islands by rings.  

 

Johns et al. (2002) showed that the overall distribution of the Atlantic inflow into the 

Caribbean is nearly evenly divided among three main groups of passages:  the Windward 
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Islands passages, the Leeward Islands passages and the Greater Antilles passages. Most 

of the inflow through the Windward Islands passages occurs through the Grenada 

Passage located south of Grenada and near 11.5°N (Johns et al., 2002), forming the main 

Caribbean Current. Johns et al. (2002) report mean transports of 5.7 ± 0.8 Sv through 

Grenada Passage (11.7°N), 2.9 ± 0.8 Sv through St. Vincent Passage (13.5°N), and 1.5 ± 

0.8 Sv through St Lucia Passage (14.3°N), where 1 Sv = 106 m3/s. The inflow is fed by 

the main NBC and from NBC rings that collide with the continental margin near Tobago 

(near 11.2N). Two bands of westward flow were observed by drifters in the southeastern 

Caribbean (61°-64°W), one located near 11.5°N and the other farther north near 14°N 

(Centurioni and Niiler, 2003; Richardson, 2005).    The northern band appears to 

originate in the flow through St. Vincent and St. Lucia Passages. The two bands merge 

downstream in the Caribbean Current near 66°W (Richardson, 2005).  

 

Intensification of the Caribbean Current associated with the Orinoco freshwater plume 

was shown by Hernandez-Guerra and Joyce (2000).  In September 1997 they observed a 

fast (130 cm/s) westward jet centered at 13ºN and 66ºW near the southern edge of a mass 

of relatively freshwater with salinities around 34.5 located between 13-14ºN.  The jet 

coincides with the salinity gradient region located between high salinity ~ 37.0 to the 

south and low salinity ~ 34.5 to the north. Low salinity values near 35.5 in the upper 50 

m extended north to around 18ºN, indicating the freshwater plume passed northward 

through the eastern Caribbean at that time.  Using the same Regional Ocean Modeling 

System (ROMS) simulation as in this study, Baums et al. (2006) showed that 

intensification of the jet south of the domain (14-15ºN) was followed by an increase of 
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the presence of mesoscale anticyclones south of Puerto Rico and Hispañola. Baums et al. 

(2006) focused on the impact on coral reef larvae of the seasonal changes of mesoscale 

and small scale eddy activity due to the presence of the freshwater plume. To do so, they 

defined two seasons, January-July (no freshwater advected into the Caribbean Sea) and 

August-December (plume of freshwater advected into the Caribbean Sea). They showed 

that, during the spawning season, in August, larvae would become trapped in small 

topographically steered eddies near  the Mona island between Puerto Rico and Hispaniola 

(Fig. 1). No exchange of larvae would occur then between the eastern and western 

Caribbean. If larvae were released later in summer or fall, then dispersion would occur 

due to the presence of the anticyclones hugging the southern coast of Puerto Rico and 

Hispañola. Such dispersal variability was substantiated by genetic analysis of the coral 

larvae. 

 

This study focuses on how seasonal variations of the freshwater plume change the 

velocity structure and the meridional extent of the Caribbean Current in the eastern 

Caribbean Sea. We address the link between the seasonal supply of freshwater from the 

Orinoco and Amazon rivers and the two inflows, which transport this freshwater into the 

Caribbean Sea. We focus on the sources of the Caribbean Current that passes through the 

Windward Islands passages, south of Guadeloupe (16.3°N-61.5°W). We demonstrate that 

the intensification of the Caribbean Current near 14°N is correlated with the arrival of the 

freshwater plume as observed with sea surface salinity (SSS) maps, surface drifters and, 

Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFs) colored dissolved organic matter 

(CDOM) maps. In order to understand the intensification of the Caribbean Current by the 
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freshwater inflow and the origin of the Caribbean anticyclones, we used two numerical 

simulations. The first one is a realistic high-resolution (1/12°, i.e ~ 6 km grid spacing) 

numerical simulation from 1979 to 1986 of the North Atlantic Ocean with the Miami 

Isopycnic Coordinate Ocean Model (MICOM, Bleck et al, 1992; Bleck and Chassignet, 

1994), which has outputs available online at http://hycom.rsmas.miami.edu. This 

simulation is used to verify and understand the links found in the observations between 

the freshwater plume and the changes of the Caribbean Current dynamics. In this 

simulation both the influence of the NBC rings and the freshwater plume are present. 

In order to test the unknown contribution of NBC rings and the influence alone of the 

freshwater plume to the Caribbean Current and anticyclones, a second regional 

simulation, without NBC rings is carried on with the Regional Ocean Modeling System 

(ROMS, Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005) model. This simulation encompasses only 

the northeastern Caribbean Sea so that NBC rings are not resolved, and it is forced by 

Levitus climatology (Da Silva, 1994). The freshwater plume is present and is shown to be 

the main source of negative potential vorticity anomaly in the northeastern Caribbean, 

which strengthens the Caribbean Current in that region. 
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 Observations  
 

2.1 Salinity maps 
 
The salinity maps were downloaded from the 2003 monthly climatology of the tropical 

Atlantic sea-surface salinity (40°S - 60°N)3. The data used in the salinity maps were 

collected from ships of opportunity for the French Institute for Research and 

 
3 http://www.brest.ird.fr/sss/clim_atl.html 
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Development (IRD) and from the World Ocean Database 2001 (WOD01) of  the National 

Oceanographic Data Center (NODC). The monthly maps were generated from 1°x1° 

spatial averages and objective analysis of all the data. Further details on the data 

processing and analysis are given by Dessier and Donguy (1994).  

 

The salinity maps (Fig. 2) show seasonal variations of the two freshwater plumes that 

originate in the Amazon and Orinoco River discharges.  The Amazon plume extends 

northwestward toward the Caribbbean during January-June while the salinities in the 

Caribbean remain fairly high then (~ 36.0). At the Amazon’s maximum discharge in June 

(0.23 Sv, Muller-Karger et al., 1989; Hellweger and Gordon, 2002), its freshwater plume 

(< 34.0) covers a wide area of the tropical Atlantic from 0-15°N and 50-60°W. Starting in 

July the main Amazon discharge appears to be advected eastward by the North Brazil 

Current retroflection and North Equatorial Countercurrent, leaving a remnant plume 

northwest of the retroflection. By December the eastward plume in the countercurrent has 

weakened and the earlier remnant plume northwest of the retroflection appears to have 

drifted into the Caribbean. In August at the time of the Orinoco’s maximum discharge 

(0.07 Sv, Hellweger and Gordon, 2002), its freshwater plume extends northward and 

merges with the remnant Amazon plume.  Between August and November the Orinoco 

plume appears to pass northwestward through the eastern Caribbean, contributing 

significant freshwater, which merges with Amazon water there. In the southeastern 

Caribbean salinities in the Orinoco plume drop below 34.0, reaching 33.0 in September.  

The seasonal variation of salinity in the eastern Caribbean near 15°N 65°W is shown in 

Figure 3. 
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Although the Amazon’s mean discharge is around 6 times that of the Orinoco (Perry et 

al., 1996), the Amazon water is dispersed over a much larger area and travels nearly 2000 

km to reach the Caribbean; the Orinoco River is only 300 km from the Caribbean and 

arrives there quickly (~ 10 days at an estimated 30 km/day), less diluted than the Amazon 

plume.  Therefore, the Orinoco freshwater plume appears to be dominant in the eastern 

Caribbean during August to November and to cause the lowest salinities there. The 

evidence for this is that the Orinoco plume in Aug-Sep is separated from the main 

Amazon plume by a gap of higher salinities. However, the Orinoco plume is added to the 

remnant Amazon plume in the Caribbean and the seasonal pattern of Orinoco discharge is 

similar to the two-month lagged Amazon discharge, which makes it difficult to 

distinguish the relative contributions to the eastern Caribbean (Hellweger and Gordon, 

2002). 

 

2.2 Ocean color maps 
 

Hu et al. (2004) studied the correlation between colored dissolved organic matter 

(CDOM) and sea surface salinity comparing SeaWiFS CDOM maps with salinity profiler 

floats (S-PALACE). They showed monthly maps of ocean color, which can be 

interpreted to describe details of the freshwater plumes during five years (Fig. 4), and 

they indicated that most of the freshwater plume in the western tropical Atlantic 

originates from the discharge of the Amazon River. Moreover, they showed that the 
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freshwater plume in the Caribbean Sea originates from both the Amazon and the Orinoco 

rivers.  In July-August, a mixture of the Amazon and Orinoco freshwater plumes extends 

northwestward across the eastern Caribbean.  

 

 

The CDOM distribution maps suggest that during summer and fall much of the Amazon 

River plume is entrained into the NBC and flows around the retroflection and into the 

North Equatorial Countercurrent (Muller-Karger et al., 1988).  During this time, when a 

large part of the Amazon plume extends eastward as demonstrated by SSS maps (Fig. 2), 

NBC rings periodically pinch off from the NBC and carry entrained Amazon water 

northwestward toward the Caribbean  (Fratantoni and Glickson, 2002). Therefore, rings 

contribute to a mean northwestward motion of the freshwater tongue east of the Lesser 

Antilles and contribute freshwater to the Caribbean between 14° and 18°N as they decay 

there (Fratantoni and Richardson, 2006). The ring contribution would be in addition to 

any freshwater from the Amazon dispersed into the North Equatorial Current and 

transported westward to the Caribbean.  The CDOM and SSS maps also reveal that the 

Orinoco freshwater plume passes through the Grenada passage and northwestward in the 

Caribbean merging with the Amazon plume. 

 

Maps of CDOM distribution given by Hu et al. (2004; see also Muller-Karger et al., 

1989) show very clearly the advection of the freshwater plume by NBC rings (Fig. 4). 

We compare here the maps of CDOM in May 1998 with the identification of NBC rings 

by Fratantoni and Glickson (2002). Their NBC ring D passed 55°W on May 4, 1998, 
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which corresponds to the patch of high CDOM concentration just east of the Lesser 

Antilles. Another ring passed 55°W in July 1998 according to Fratantoni and Glickson 

(2002) and is revealed by the CDOM patch southeast of the Lesser Antilles on the July 

map.  With no other rings formed until after these two, the CDOM tongue dissipated east 

of the Lesser Antilles. This scheme is repeated for years 1999 and 2000 (Hu et al., 2004, 

their Figure 2). An inspection of the monthly maps shows blobs and filaments of higher 

and lower CDOM in the Caribbean.  These are interpreted to have been caused by current 

filaments and eddies that advected the plume in complicated patterns.  The smooth 

freshwater plume in Fig. 2 is an average of the filaments and blobs.  

  
This seasonality of freshwater plumes allowed us to determine heuristically two periods 

of time according to the salinity content of the surface water of the eastern Caribbean Sea 

as observed in the salinity and ocean color maps (Figs. 2 and 4). Lowest salinity in the 

eastern Caribbean is observed in August, September and October (Fig. 3). In winter there 

is little freshwater input from rivers so salinity remains high. In order to identify changes 

in the Caribbean Current dynamics we averaged quantities over two periods of time: the 

first one, of high salinity, is from January to July, and the second, of low salinity, from 

August to December.  This choice will be confirmed a posteriori by the results of this 

study. Such seasonal grouping was done by Ffield (2005), who shows an increase of the 

historical surface temperature of 2.2°C in the Caribbean Sea along with the low salinity 

plume. 

 

2.3 Surface Drifter data 
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Between 1996 and 2003, 212 satellite-tracked drifting buoys measured trajectories and 

over 73,000 6-hourly velocities in the Caribbean Sea (Richardson, 2005). The drifting 

buoy data were acquired from the Global Drifting Buoy Data Assembly Center at the 

NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory in Miami, Florida. The 

majority of the drifters were similar to the WOCE-TOGA Lagrangian drifter described by 

Sybrandy and Niiler (1991). Drogues were attached below the surface float and centered 

at a depth of 15 m. The typical accuracy of a velocity measurement in 10 m/s wind is 

0.01 m/s (Niiler et al., 1995). 

 

Following Richardson (2005) surface drifter velocity and eddy kinetic energy (EKE) 

were averaged in boxes by grouping all available 6-hourly drifter velocities into ½º by ½º 

bins for Jan-Jul and Aug-Dec.  In each box, mean velocity was calculated as the sum of 

all u (v) velocity components in the x (y) direction divided by the number of 

observations.  EKE was calculated by averaging the u and v velocity variances (variances 

about the mean velocities) in each box. The standard error of mean velocity √2st/N, 

where s is the variance of velocity about the mean velocity, N is the number of 6-hourly 

velocity observations divided by 4, and t is the integral time scale of the Lagrangian 

autocorrelation function,  was estimated to be 2 days. The number of degrees of freedom, 

N/t, was calculated by summing the number of 2-day intervals spent by a drifter within a 

box. Further information about the data and calculation of velocities is given in 

Richardson (2005).  

 

Surface Drifter Velocity maps 
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The main Caribbean Current along the southern boundary of the Caribbean appears in 

both seasons as a band of red arrows indicating speeds greater than 25 cm/s (Fig. 5).  

Also in both seasons two bands of swift flow enter the southeastern Caribbean, a southern 

one south of 12°N and a northern one near 14°N.  Between these two, inflow appears to 

be partially blocked by the line of islands extending northward from Grenada-

Grenadines-St. Vincent, between 12.0°N and 13.3°N.  During Aug-Dec the northern band 

near 14°N appears to be swifter than during Jan-Jul and flows westward across the 

eastern Caribbean, merging with the main boundary flow near 66°W. The northern inflow 

near 14°N is in the latitude range where NBC rings stall and decay, east of the islands, 

and thus rings contribute to this inflow. In both seasons part of the inflow near 14°N 

appears to be deflected northward (15-16°N) east of the Aves Ridge, which is located 

near 63.5°W. 

 

 

Caribbean jets 

 

The mean meridional structure of the Caribbean Current is revealed by averaging drifter 

velocities in half-degree latitude bins located in the eastern (61-64°W) and central (65-

70W°) Caribbean (Fig. 6). In the eastern Caribbean, three jets are observed during both 

seasons.  The swiftest is located farthest south near 11.3°N.  It appears to be faster (81 ± 

15 cm/s) during Jan-Jul (blue line) than during Aug-Dec (54 ± 8 cm/s) (red line), where 

the standard errors are given. It also shifts slightly north during Aug-Dec. A central jet 
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(21-35 cm/s) is located near 14°N, and a northern jet (10-15 cm/s) is located near 17°N 

with somewhat faster speeds during Aug-Dec (red line).  Three similar jets have been 

observed in this region in an average of five meridional velocity sections along 63.5°W 

(Johns et al., 1999). 

 

 

In the central Caribbean (65-70°W) there are also 3 jets during Aug-Dec (red line) with 

the fastest (65 ± 14 cm/s) located in the south near 11.3°N. The central jet (13.8°N) is 

significantly faster (36 ± 5 cm/s) than the Jan-Jul (blue) velocities (24 ± 4 cm/s). During 

Jan-Jul there are only two jets as if the central (13.8°N) and southern (11.8°N) jets in the 

east (61-64°W) had merged into one near 12.5°N (46 ± 9 cm/s) in the central region. The 

main point is that the swift speeds in the central jet (13.8°N) during Aug-Dec coincide 

with the inflow of freshwater into the Caribbean, some of which comes from NBC rings 

that impinge on the islands near there and stall between 14°N and 18°N (section 2.2). 

This appears to cause a farther westward extension of the 14°N jet during Aug-Dec as the 

salinity front propagates westward. Intensification of the 14°N jet could be caused by the 

lower salinity and higher temperature carried by the freshwater plume. Both increase the 

speed of the density-driven flow by establishing a stronger density gradient at the 

southern part the freshwater plume where it lies adjacent to the Caribbean Sea water.  

 

 
 

Caribbean Anticyclones 
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Looping drifter trajectories in the Caribbean were used by Richardson (2005) to identify 

discrete eddies, to plot their trajectories, and to determine eddy characteristics.  A looper 

was defined as a trajectory that contained two or more consecutive loops in the same 

direction.  Box averages of drifter data in the central eastern Caribbean (65-75°W) 

revealed that of the 14,196 total number of observations, 25% were in loopers and 71% 

of these were anticyclonic, suggesting that anticyclones are the dominant eddies and 

make up 17.5% of the drifter data.   If the percentage of anticyclonic looper data indicates 

the percentage of the area consisting of anticyclones and their typical overall diameter is 

250 km, then there would be an average population of 2.2 anticyclones in the box. This 

agrees with two pairs of anticyclones tracked simultaneously with drifters. At their 

typical westward translation velocity of 13.4 cm/s, anticyclones translate through the box 

in around 3.0 months, which suggests a formation rate of around 8 anticyclones per year. 

Choosing a smaller diameter of 200 km results in around 12 anticyclones per year. The 

typical swirl velocities in the anticyclones are around 60 cm/sec, and their diameters are 

around 200 km, as indicated by looping drifters. The loopers and other complicated 

drifter trajectories give some insight into the current filaments and eddies that advect and 

stir the freshwater plumes in the Caribbean.  

 

The number of anticyclonic looper days per month in the 65-70°W box varies seasonally, 

with high values reaching 115 days during October, and low values dropping to 34 days 

during March (Fig. 3).  This suggests a seasonal variation in the number of Caribbean 

anticyclones that could be related to variations in the velocity of the Caribbean Current or 

variations in the structure of NBC rings, which collide with the Antilles (Richardson, 
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2005). However, Fig. 3 shows that the seasonal variation of anticyclonic looper days is 

negatively correlated (- 0.9) with the salinity in the eastern Caribbean, or positively 

correlated (0.9) with the amount of freshwater in the Caribbean. The implication is that 

more anticyclones are generated during the time of the freshest water, nearly twice as 

many during Aug-Dec (95 looper days per month) as during Jan-Jul (51 looper days per 

month). The modeling studies reported below suggest a dynamical connection between 

the freshwater plume and the anticyclones, which helps explain these results. 

 

3 The Caribbean Current in numerical models 
 

In this section two numerical simulations are used to verify the links between the 

presence of the freshwater plumes, the intensification of the center jet of the Caribbean 

Current, and the presence of anticyclones in the northeastern Caribbean. First a North 

Atlantic global simulation is compared to previous observations. Then the mechanisms 

involved in the links are suggested. Finally the second simulation from a regional model 

sheds light on the role of the freshwater plume alone (without the effect of the NBC rings 

vorticity) on the dynamics of the northeastern Caribbean basin. 

3.1 MICOM simulation 
 

This study uses the high-resolution North Atlantic MICOM simulation, with resolution of 

1/12° (mesh size on the order of 6 km on average). The model domain is the North and 

Equatorial Atlantic (28°S to 70°N), including the Mediterranean Sea, with 20 layers in 

the vertical.  The ocean boundaries at 28°S and 70°N were treated as closed but were 
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bordered by 3° buffer zones in which temperature and salinity are linearly relaxed toward 

their seasonally varying climatological values (Levitus, 1982).  After a six-year spinup 

with monthly climatological forcing, the model was integrated using surface boundary 

conditions based on European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) 

daily atmospheric data from 1979 to 1986 (Chassignet and Garraffo, 2001).   

The simulation reproduces the most important characteristics of flow in the Caribbean 

(Romanou et al., 2004). The total model transport into the Caribbean Sea through the 

Windward and Leeward Islands Passages is 25 Sv, well within the observational 

estimates of 18-33 Sv.  The mean Florida Straits transport in the model is 31.4 Sv; values 

peak in the summer months at the observed transport and with the correct seasonality,  

maximum in July and minimum in October (Richardson et al., 1969; Schott et al., 1988; 

Molinari, 2004; Hamilton et al., 2005).  Model NBC rings provide 40% of the water for 

the Caribbean transport (Johns et al., 1998; Johns et al., 2002), and the simulated rings 

have three different structures as observed: some are surface intensified, some subsurface 

intensified with a surface signature and some subsurface intensified with no surface 

signature (Garraffo et al., 2003; Fratantoni and Richardson, 2006). The generation rate 

for simulated rings is 7-9 per year, of which 6 are surface-intensified, in good agreement 

with altimetry (Goñi and Johns, 2001). The model also displays strong mesoscale 

variability in inter-island passage transports with no clearly defined seasonality, in good 

agreement with observations.  Furthermore, the model eddy kinetic energy (EKE) in the 

Caribbean during the six-year spinup period averaged 800 cm2s-2, ranging between 450 

cm2s-2 and 1250 cm2s-2 (Garraffo et al., 2001); this agrees well with recent studies by 

Fratantoni (2001) and Richardson (2005), whose calculations using surface drifters 
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showed the Caribbean EKE to range from 500 cm2s-2 to 1500 cm2s-2. Therefore, we have 

some confidence that this basin-scale numerical simulation with high resolution 

reproduces the large scale variability as well as the mesoscale variability of the Caribbean 

Sea.  

 

Surface salinity in the MICOM simulation was relaxed to monthly surface salinity from 

Levitus climatology (Da Silva et al., 1994). Freshwater fluxes from the Amazon (0.19 

Sv) and Orinoco (0.09 Sv) rivers were kept constant. Therefore, the MICOM simulation 

has the seasonal variation of the surface salinity driven by the Levitus climatology. 

However, the salinity variation range remains smaller than in the climatology itself. 

 

From the ECMWF MICOM simulation we computed the ½-degree latitude bin velocity 

averages in two meridional bands (66-70°W and 61-66°W) for the two seasons, Jan-Jul 

and Aug-Dec (Fig. 7). The different meridional bands were chosen to recover the 

observed Caribbean current structure. In the MICOM simulation 61-66°W zonal average 

the triple jet structure of the Caribbean Current is present (Fig 7b) in both seasons as in 

the observations. The southern jet at 12°N is faster than the central one at 15°N in both 

seasons. However, the swiftest velocities are obtained during the second season for both 

jets (45 cm/s for the southern jet and 26 cm/s for the center jet, which is faster by 6 cm/s 

then). From the drifter data, only the center jet is faster during the second season (Fig. 

5b).  In the western band (66-70°W,  Fig. 7a), the northern jet centered at 17.5°N is faster 

(~15 cm/s) during the first season as in the drifter data.  The center and southern jets 

merge into one jet centered at 14°N in both seasons. This is different from the 
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observations, which show such a merging only during Jan-Jul. An increase of the speed 

of O(standard deviation) of the center jet in Aug-Dec is obtained by calculating the 

velocity modulus instead of the zonal velocity as the center jet flows northwestward (Fig. 

8b).  

 

 

Velocity vector map 

  

 From the ECMWF MICOM simulation we also computed the average vector maps of the 

eastern Caribbean for the two seasons, Jan-Jul and Aug-Dec (Fig. 8). During the first 

season the swift velocities of the southern jet extend up to 14°N (Fig. 8a), whereas they 

are confined south of 13°N in the drifter data (Fig. 5a).  A northwestward discontinuous 

flow starting at 14°N and 62°W is present in the drifter velocity vectors during Jan-Jul 

(red arrows). It forms an intense flow south of Puerto Rico, which is also present in the 

MICOM simulation (Fig. 8a). However, in the latter the flow at 14°N is directed more to 

the west and at 15°N and 65°W deviates to the north. It forms the northern jet depicted in 

the zonal average on Figure 5a and 7a.  In the drifter data another secondary branch 

flowing northwestward separates from the weak center jet at 67°W and reinforces the 

northern jet to the west of the eastern basin. The northern jet flows from 64°W to 75°W 

in the drifter data and from 65°W to the end of the domain in the model data. This 

difference justifies the distinct averaging region used for the model and the observations, 

and as a result the same jet structure is seen in both the model and the observations. In the 

MICOM simulation the northern and southern jets are separated by a dipolar recirculation 
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cell not visible in the drifter data. The center jet in the MICOM simulation is better 

defined than in the drifter vectors. 

 

The vector map averaged over the second season (Aug-Dec) differs from the previous 

one through the northwestward orientation of the southern jet and the absence of an 

extended northern westward flowing swift jet south of Puerto Rico (Fig. 8b). In the drifter 

vectors, the northern westward jet is still present but is less intense. The center jet in the 

drifter data is also more intense and flows westward at 14°N all across the eastern 

Caribbean basin. Overall, the northwestward drift is emphasized in the MICOM 

simulation at 14°N, and the northern jet is weaker during the second season. This is due 

to the presence of anticyclones in the northeastern Caribbean, which sustain eastward 

currents just south of Hispañola and Puerto Rico.  

 

The anticyclone field 

 

We present in Figure 9 the rate per month of anticyclones in the MICOM simulation for 

both seasons. In the mid-Caribbean, around 15°N and 66-70°W, the number of 

anticyclones increases from 0.05 to 0.3 per month during Aug-Dec (Fig. 9a&b). In the 

eastern Caribbean, the eddy field is almost constant over the two seasons west (leeward 

side) of the Lesser Antilles. The westward paths of the anticyclones suggest the role of  

island wakes in the eddy formation. The number of anticyclones increases significantly 

south of Puerto Rico and Hispañola during Aug-Dec, which contributes to a slowing of 

the northern jet (17°N).  More anticyclones are generated during the second season in the 
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model on the northern side of both the southern and center jets (Fig. 9b). This agrees well 

with the increase of the number of looper days in the drifter data (Fig. 3) during the 

second season, which double as in the MICOM simulation.  

 

In order to understand the influence of the freshwater on the dynamics of the Caribbean 

Current in the eastern Caribbean we averaged spatially the salinity and integrated 

spatially and vertically the kinetic energy of the mean flow (MKE), the eddy kinetic 

energy (EKE), and the available potential energy (APE) in the box 61-70°W and 13-

18°N. MKE is obtained from the spatially weighted averaged flow field, EKE is made 

from the departure of the flow from the temporal average of the flow field, and APE is 

made from the departure of local layer thickness from the temporal local average of layer 

thickness. The respective time series are plotted in Figure 10 for the time of maximum 

EKE, July to December. The salinity varies in that region from a minimum of 34.72 in 

September to 35.65 in February-March (not shown) (Fig. 10). As the salinity decreases in 

July-September, the EKE and APE increase. This increase could be due to the 

intensification of the Caribbean Current at 14°N (Hernandez-Guerra and Joyce, 2000) as 

the horizontal shear increases as a result of  the strengthening of the halocline front and 

the deepening of the upper layers as the freshwater plume replaces Caribbean waters.  In 

September-October APE decreases while EKE remains high. This particular phase could 

correspond to the growth of baroclinic instability as APE is released. Strong anticyclones 

are then present in the northeastern Caribbean in November and December (Fig. 12). 

MKE increases at the end of September as the anticyclonic circulation, partly driven by 

the freshwater plume (subsection 3.2), increases the mean speed of the center jet and 
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yields a strong eastward jet just south of the islands (Fig. 11). Therefore, the presence of 

numerous anticyclones during Aug-Dec is likely to result from the instability fed by the 

freshwater plume’s APE and EKE resulting from the southern halocline front.  

 

 

 In the next subsection we isolate the effect of the salinity plume to understand its role in 

the circulation in the northeastern Caribbean without the influence of the vorticity shed 

by the NBC, which is seasonally accounted for in the MICOM simulation (Garraffo et al., 

2003), in agreement with the observations (Fratantoni and Richardson, 2006).  

 

3.2 Regional simulation of the Caribbean Current 
 

The northern branch (14ºN) of the Caribbean Current was studied using the Regional 

Ocean Modeling System (ROMS), which is discretized in coastline and terrain-following 

curvilinear coordinates (σ-coordinates model) and has appropriate boundary conditions 

for an irregular solid bottom and coastline, free upper surface, and open-ocean sides away 

from the coastline. The boundary conditions include the forcing influences of surface 

wind stress, heat and water fluxes, coastal river inflow, bottom drag, open-ocean 

outgoing wave radiation and nudging towards the specified basin-scale circulation from 

the climatology. For further information on the capability of the system see Shchepetkin 

& McWilliams (1998, 2003, 2004) and Marchesiello et al. (2001, 2003). 

 

The model domain is the northeastern Caribbean Sea and the southwestern Tropical 

Atlantic (14°N- 23°N, 71°-62°W), the horizontal resolution is 1/18˚ (~ 6 km), and the 
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model has 25 layers in the vertical.  The ocean boundaries were treated as open. 

Temperature and salinity were relaxed toward their monthly varying climatological 

values of the Levitus climatology (DaSilva et al., 1994). Surface fluxes were extracted 

from the Comprehensive Ocean Atmosphere Data Set (COADS) climatology.   After a 6-

month spinup, the model reached its energetic equilibrium. The model was integrated for 

another year, which was used in this analysis. As in the MICOM simulation the ROMS 

simulation exhibits the same periods of activities. In particular, as the salinity decreases 

during the summer, the Caribbean Current north of 14° is intensified, and the number of 

anticyclones increases during the fall.  

 

We present in Figure 11 a time series of zonally averaged flow in the surface layer and of 

the salinity between 62° and 71°W. As the salinity decreases, an anticyclonic circulation 

is established along with an increase of the westward speed of the center jet at 15°N 

(blue) of the Caribbean Current. The simulation shows very well the arrival of the 

freshwater plume in the northeastern Caribbean in Sep-Nov in agreement with both 

observations and the MICOM simulation. 

 

 

In order to understand the dynamical effect of the freshwater tongue, the potential 

vorticity anomaly (PVA) is calculated as the difference in PV between the other months 

(Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov,Dec) and July. The arrival of the pool of negative PVA into the 

basin in August (blue patch, Fig. 12b) is caused by the freshwater plume. The negative 

PVA then drives the anticyclonic circulation (Fig. 12a). In the southern part of the 
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domain, the negative PVA pool generates a PV front where the jet is intensified.  Finally, 

as the salinity increases (Dec) the PVA is reduced.  Hernandez-Guerra and Joyce (2000) 

found that the center jet at 14°N was at the southern edge of the freshwater plume and 

was enhanced geostrophically by the large salinity gradient there. Therefore, from the 

ROMS simulation, the low-salinity plume contributes to the intensification of the central 

jet of the Caribbean Current and generates an anticyclonic circulation through the 

negative PVA pool. The warmer temperature of the plume (Ffield, 2005), which 

decreases its density, must contribute to the strengthening of the central jet of the 

Caribbean Current. As seen in the drifter data, the central jet maximum speed is increased 

by 10 to 20 cm/s (Fig. 11) during the presence of the freshwater plume.  

 

The phase diagram of the meridional velocities at 17°N is shown in Fig. 13. Between 

65°W and 68°W, two bands of northward velocities (yellow-red) move westward and 

surround a band of southward velocities (blue) in July, August, and Sept. This 

corresponds to the arrival of the plume front which is an anticylonic anomaly (Fig. 12b), 

yielding northward velocities on its leading edge. It is followed by a cyclone in 

September seen at 67°W (Fig. 12a).  Meanders of positive PVA at the southern edge of 

the negative PVA (Fig 12b) suggest that the Caribbean jet at 14-15°N becomes unstable 

as shown by the MICOM simulation energy budget (Fig. 10) in Sep-Oct. Cyclones are 

then formed on the southern side of the anticyclonic plume and are adevcted 

northwestward (Fig. 12a, Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec). The anticyclonic circulation extends 

farther west to 71°W in November (Fig. 12a). The interaction of the eastward jet with the 

shelves of the Greater Antilles generates cyclones by friction in November and December 
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(Fig. 12a; D’Asaro, 1988). The cyclones interact with the anticyclonic circulation and 

break it into smaller anticyclones in November and December, between 67°W and 71°W 

(Fig.12a and b, Nov, Dec). Some of the cyclones on the eastern side of the anticyclonic 

circulation are advected eastward, between 62°W and 65°W during the same period (Fig. 

13). This diagram shows a split in the cyclone advection at 67°W. West of 67°W, 

cyclones are advected westward; east of 67°W cyclones are advected eastward. Similar 

cyclones were observed by surface drifters to form as Caribbean anticyclones impinged 

on the northern Caribbean Islands (Richardson, 2005). In summary, Fig. 13 shows the 

increase of eddy activity starting at the end of September near 64°W and continuing until 

February in the west of the basin (not shown). The maximum of the eddy activity, which 

occurs in November, follows the arrival of the salinity minimum in October (Fig. 11).  

4 Summary and conclusions 
 

The drifter velocities show that the eastern Caribbean Current (61-64°W) consists of 

three jets flowing westward at 11.5°N, 14°N and 16.8°N year around. The speeds of the 

three jets decrease with increasing latitude, the southern jet being the fastest. From 

August to December the same three jets are observed in the mid-Caribbean (65-70°W), 

but during January-July the two southern jets (11.5°N, 14°N) in the east merge to become 

a single jet (12.5°N) in the mid-Caribbean. The variability of speed and structure of the 

mid-Caribbean Current jet is connected to the arrival of the freshwater flux from the 

Orinoco and Amazon rivers, which increases the speed of the mid-Caribbean jet. The 

arrival of the freshwater coincides with an increase of the sea surface temperature (Ffield, 

2005). The combination of relatively low salinity and warm temperatures contributes to a 
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sharpening of the density front south of the tongue, which intensifies the Caribbean 

current at 14°N as seen in the numerical simulations. Indeed, a few months after the peak 

seasonal rain in the Amazon and Orinoco river basins, a freshwater plume extends 

northwestward across the eastern Caribbean Sea, starting in July-August and continuing 

until October-November (Figs. 2 and 4; Muller-Karger et al., 1998; Hernandez-Guerra 

and Joyce, 2000; Hellweger and Gordon, 2002; Corredor et al, 2004).  

 

Two inflows of freshwater enter into the Caribbean Sea. The first is south of 12°N, where 

the Orinoco plume, some NBC water, and some NBC ring water enter the Caribbean 

through Grenada Passage and where the swiftest currents of the Caribbean Current are 

observed (Fig. 5). The second inflow of freshwater is between 14° and 18°N, partly 

provided by NBC rings, which stall and decay east of the Lesser Antilles, and partly  by 

the North Equatorial Current, which advects water westward. The main contribution of 

Amazon water by rings is during the summer and fall when the most of the NBC 

retroflects into the countercurrent. During August-December, the season of maximum 

freshwater flux into the Caribbean Sea, the number of drifter anticyclonic looper days per 

month increases (Fig. 3), which suggests a dynamical link with the freshwater input.  

 

To understand this link we used the ECMWF daily wind-forced high resolution MICOM 

simulation, which simulates the triple-jet structure of the Caribbean Current, its 

variability seen in the drifter observations, and the contribution of NBC rings to the 

freshwater input between 14° and 18°N.  North of 13°N, a salinity decrease in the 

MICOM simulation is associated with an increase of EKE and APE, which is later 
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released to EKE (Fig. 10). The center jet of the Caribbean Current intensifies as MKE 

increases and the number of anticyclones doubles over the Aug-Dec period as compared 

to Jan-July. The increase in EKE and APE suggests that the buoyant plume is a potential 

vorticity anomaly. The resulting PV gradients (horizontal and vertical) could results in 

both barotropic and baroclinic instabilities, which lead to the formation of cyclonic and 

anticyclonic eddies. 

 

It is commonly suggested that instability of the Caribbean current is driven by the 

potential vorticity fluxes of NBC rings through the island passages (e.g. Murphy et al., 

1999; Carton and Chao, 1999; Johns et al., 2002; Centurioni and Niiler, 2003). In order to 

discriminate the role of the freshwater plume from the influence of the vorticity shed by 

NBC rings through the Lesser Antilles passages, we studied the circulation in the 

northeastern Caribbean influenced only by the freshwater using the ROMS model forced 

by the Levitus climatology. As the freshwater plume develops a salinity front at its 

southern edge, the anticyclonic flow is enhanced and sustained by the negative PVA of 

the freshwater plume: the center jet at 14°N is intensified (Fig. 11-12). It becomes 

unstable and generates cyclones on the southern side of the freshwater plume in Oct-Dec 

that are advected northward by the leading edge of the anticyclonic circulation. The latter 

could contribute to the northwestward drift of the freshwater plume. The friction of the 

anticyclonic flow on the shelves of the Greater Antilles and Virgin Islands generates both 

westward and eastward propagating cyclones with a separation line near 67°W (Fig. 13). 

The cyclones interact with the anticyclonic flow causing it to break into smaller 

anticyclones. Eddy activity is significantly increased after the arrival of the freshwater 
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plume. These results suggest that the freshwater plume in the eastern Caribbean, 

independent of the vorticity of NBC rings, is a main source of variability of the 

Caribbean Current, in addition to the wind and thermohaline-driven flows. 

 

  

As noted around Barbados Island by Cowen et al. (2003), the freshwater flux from NBC 

rings exerts a strong forcing on the reef ecosystem. In particular, Cowen et al. (2003) 

observed a strong biological response of the system as measured by recruitment of coral 

reef fishes. During the presence of rings, some events rapidly advected larval fish away 

from the island, resulting in a failure of larval settlement. Under other conditions larval 

retention was enhanced and was followed by a settlement pulse (see also Baums et al., 

2006). Moreover, changes in the vertical distribution of fish larvae were observed 

simultaneous with the intrusion of freshwater. Larval fish encountering fresh NBC ring 

water grew more slowly and had longer larval periods, both potentially reducing survival 

and ultimately, recruitment success. Therefore, results by Cowen et al. (2003) 

demonstrate that the freshwater plume interferes with the island-scale flow dynamics and 

injects considerable variability in the local reef ecosystems. This study contributes to a 

better understanding of the seasonal variability of the Caribbean Current and its potential 

influence in the Caribbean Sea coastal ecosystems.  
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List of Figures 
 
 
Figure 1: Map of the Caribbean Sea and of the close tropical Atlantic showing the 

Amazon and Orinoco rivers along with the various groups of islands cited in the text. 

 
Figure 2: Monthly climatology surface salinity maps of the western tropical Atlantic and 

eastern Caribbean (Dessier, personal communication, 1991). Red, blue, and green 

contours show respectively the 35.0, 34.0, and 33.0 isohalines. Black open squares on the 

January map show the locations where the Amazon and Orinoco rivers flow into the 

ocean. The maximum discharge of the Amazon River (0.23 Sv) occurs, on average, in 

June; maximum Orinoco River discharge (0.07 Sv) is in August (Muller-Karger et al., 

1989; Hellweger and Gordon, 2002).  

 

 
Figure 3:  Seasonal variations of salinity in the eastern Caribbean. Salinity values were 

obtained from the salinity maps (Fig. 2) in the eastern mid-Caribbean at 15°N-65°W.  

Maximum salinity ~ 36.05 occurs in March and minimum ~ 34.45 in September-October, 

a salinity range of 1.6.  Salinity values in the southeastern corner of the Caribbean near 

Grenada Island, where the Orinoco plume enters, have a larger seasonal variation than 

this (~ 2.8). Also shown are seasonal variations of the number of monthly anticyclonic 

drifter looper days (65-75°W), which are interpreted to indicate the population of 

anticyclones as discussed later (from Richardson, 2005). The looper days were smoothed 

with a running three-month average. 
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Figure 4: Monthly composite maps of CDOM distribution estimated from Sea WiFS 

version 4 data for 1998 reproduced from Hu et al (2004) who showed five years (1998-

2002). Overlaid on the images as red crosses are concurrent S-PALACE float locations. 

Red and yellow show the high CDOM concentration advected along the Brazilian and 

Venezuelian shelves. The retroflection of the NBC and the formation and northwestward 

translation of NBC rings can be observed from May to December. In the eastern 

Caribbean the CDOM plume spreads northwestward between July and November 

corresponding to the low salinity in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 5: Mean surface velocity vectors calculated by grouping 6-hourly drifter velocity 

values into 1/2° by 1/2° bins (as in Richardson, 2005).  Vectors are shown for two time 

periods, Jan-Jul (a) and Aug-Dec (b).  Red arrows indicate speeds greater than 25 cm/s. 

Vectors are shown in bins that contained two or more degrees of freedom, based on a 

two-day integral time scale of the lagrangian autocorrelation function which was 

estimated from the drifter velocity series. Typical standard errors of the mean eastward 

velocity components are around 16 cm/s. Depth contours are 200 m (dashed) and 2000 m 

(dotted). 

 

Figure 6:  Profiles of mean eastward velocity and standard error calculated by grouping 

surface drifter velocities in ½-degree latitude bins by season. (a) 65-70°W zonal average 

velocity in the mid-Caribbean. (b) 61-64°W zonal average in the eastern Caribbean. Blue 

profiles are for Jan-Jul, and red profiles Aug-Dec.  
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Figure 7: Profiles of mean eastward surface velocities (solid line) by averaging velocities 

in ½-degree latitude bins by season from the MICOM simulation. (a) 66-70°W zonal 

average velocity in the mid-Caribbean. (b) 61-66°W zonal average in the eastern 

Caribbean. Blue profiles are for Jan-Jul, and red profiles for Aug-Dec. Dashed lines show 

the standard deviation for each profile. 

 

Figure 8. Seasonal average of the surface velocity field of the MICOM simulation (cm/s). 

Vectors are plotted every third grid point. Grey areas show the topography mask of the 

model. (a) Jan-Jul. (b) Aug-Dec. 

 

Figure 9: map of the number of anticyclonic eddies per month in the MICOM simulation. 

Eddies are counted as they pass each grid point (a) Jan-Jul; (b) Aug-Dec. 

 

Figure 10: Time series in J/m2, from the MICOM simulation, of the spatially and 

vertically integrated kinetic energy of the mean flow (solid line), of the eddy kinetic 

energy (dashed-dotted line) calculated as the departure of the temporal average of the 

flow, of available potential energy (dashed line) calculated as the departure from the 

temporal average of layer thickness and of the salinity (short dashed line) spatially 

averaged in the box 61-70ºW, 13-18ºN. 

 

Figure 11: Time-series from the ROMS simulation of the salinity (solid line) and the 

zonally averaged zonal velocity (m/s) in the surface layer  between 62º-71ºW from July 
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of the first model year to January of the second model year. Dashed contours show the 

zero velocity. Blue color represents faster westward velocity and orange eastward. The 

combination of orange in the north and blue in the south (Oct-Dec) represents 

anticyclonic circulation.  

 
Figure 12: ROMS simulation snapshots of (a) current (m.s-1) vectors and salinity (blue 

indicates freshest water) and (b) potential vorticity anomaly (PVA) in m-1.s-1. From top to 

bottom in August, September, October, November, and December. The PVA is 

calculated as the PV difference between July and the other months. 

 

Figure 13:  Phase diagram of meridional velocities at 17°N (m.s-1) from the ROMS 

simulation.  Dashed contours show zero velocity. Yellow-red indicates northward 

velocities and blue-green southward velocities. 
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	The variability of the Caribbean Current is studied in terms of the influence on its dynamics of the freshwater inflow from the Orinoco and Amazon rivers. Sea-surface salinity maps of the eastern Caribbean and SeaWiFS color images show that a freshwater plume from the Orinoco and Amazon Rivers extends seasonally northwestward across the Caribbean basin, from August to November, 3 to 4 months after the peak of the seasonal rains in northeastern South America. The plume is sustained by two main inflows from the North Brazil Current and its current rings.  The southern inflow enters the Caribbean Sea south of Grenada Island and becomes the main branch of the Caribbean Current in the southern Caribbean. The northern inflow (14°N) passes northward around the Grenadine Islands and St. Vincent.  As North Brazil Current rings stall and decay east of the Lesser Antilles, between 14°N and 18°N, they release freshwater into the northern part of the eastern Caribbean Sea merging with inflow from the North Equatorial Current. Velocity vectors derived from surface drifters in the eastern Caribbean indicate three westward flowing jets: (1) the southern and fastest at 11°N; (2) the center and second fastest at 14°N; (3) the northern and slowest at 17°N. The center jet (14°N) flows faster between the months of August and December and is located near the southern part of the freshwater plume. Using the MICOM North Atlantic simulation, it is shown that the Caribbean Current is seasonally intensified near 14°N, partly by the inflow of river plumes. Three to four times more anticyclonic eddies are formed during August-December, which agrees with a pronounced rise in the number of anticyclonic looper days in the drifter data then. A climatology-forced regional simulation embedding only the northern (14°N) Caribbean Current (without the influence of the vorticity of the NBC rings), using the ROMS model, shows that the low salinity plume coincides with a negative potential vorticity anomaly that intensifies the center jet located at the salinity front. The jet forms cyclones south of the plume, which are moved northwestward as the anticyclonic circulation intensifies in the eastern Caribbean Sea, north of 14°N. Friction on the shelves of the Greater Antilles also generates cyclones, which propagate westward and eastward from 67°W. 
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	The phase diagram of the meridional velocities at 17°N is shown in Fig. 13. Between 65°W and 68°W, two bands of northward velocities (yellow-red) move westward and surround a band of southward velocities (blue) in July, August, and Sept. This corresponds to the arrival of the plume front which is an anticylonic anomaly (Fig. 12b), yielding northward velocities on its leading edge. It is followed by a cyclone in September seen at 67°W (Fig. 12a).  Meanders of positive PVA at the southern edge of the negative PVA (Fig 12b) suggest that the Caribbean jet at 14-15°N becomes unstable as shown by the MICOM simulation energy budget (Fig. 10) in Sep-Oct. Cyclones are then formed on the southern side of the anticyclonic plume and are adevcted northwestward (Fig. 12a, Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec). The anticyclonic circulation extends farther west to 71°W in November (Fig. 12a). The interaction of the eastward jet with the shelves of the Greater Antilles generates cyclones by friction in November and December (Fig. 12a; D’Asaro, 1988). The cyclones interact with the anticyclonic circulation and break it into smaller anticyclones in November and December, between 67°W and 71°W (Fig.12a and b, Nov, Dec). Some of the cyclones on the eastern side of the anticyclonic circulation are advected eastward, between 62°W and 65°W during the same period (Fig. 13). This diagram shows a split in the cyclone advection at 67°W. West of 67°W, cyclones are advected westward; east of 67°W cyclones are advected eastward. Similar cyclones were observed by surface drifters to form as Caribbean anticyclones impinged on the northern Caribbean Islands (Richardson, 2005). In summary, Fig. 13 shows the increase of eddy activity starting at the end of September near 64°W and continuing until February in the west of the basin (not shown). The maximum of the eddy activity, which occurs in November, follows the arrival of the salinity minimum in October (Fig. 11). 
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